Pharmacokinetics and delivery of the anti-influenza prodrug oseltamivir to the small intestine and colon using site-specific delivery capsules.
This study investigated the site-specific absorption of oseltamivir using targeted delivery and gamma scintigraphy. On four separate occasions, nine healthy male subjects each received a single 150 mg of oseltamivir administered via the Enterion capsule to the stomach, proximal small bowel, distal small bowel and the ascending colon. Pharmacokinetic parameters of oseltamivir and its carboxylate metabolite show that absorption was similar in the proximal and distal small bowel compared to stomach delivery, but reduced from the ascending colon, demonstrating that absorption-rate limited disposition occurred only for the ascending colon. The metabolite-to-parent ratios were minimally reduced. The results support the feasibility of modified-release formulation development whilst confirming the high and consistent oral bioavailability of oseltamivir.